
MEET THE TEAM!

Amanda Ingraham is an Army veteran with 15+

years' experience training both house dogs and

Military Working Dogs. She is the current

Owner/Operator/Trainer of Band of Canines, LLC.

Amanda has trained with National K9, earning her

professional certification in Dog Training (CPDT).

She has also attended several military courses on

training, handling and K9 Health while in the

Military Working Dogs Corps. Amanda has earned

her AKC Canine Good Citizen (CGC), Community

Canine Good Citizen (CGCA), Urban Canine Good

Citizen (CGCU), and Trick Dog Evaluator. She has

learned to train off-leash with the British,

Hungarians and Americans. Being a member of

the Dog Trainers Association and a member of the

International Dog Trainers Association, Amanda

believes obedience is the foundation to a happy,

social dog. Her training technique consists of a mix

of Relationship-based training, Alpha dog training,

and Reward-based and Discipline-based training

techniques learned from around the world, as well

as right here in America.
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Lexi Felton started working with dogs in 2015 as a groomer.

In 2020, she started training with Band of Canines'

professionals. Lexi enjoys science-based training to fully

understand why dogs exhibit specific behaviors. She insists

on knowing the history of dog breeds and their original

purpose to help clients communicate more effectively with

their dogs. Lexi strives to help dogs and their owners form

teams to build a healthy co-existence that satisfies both

the human and the dog.  Lexi has owned multiple rescue

dogs. She welcomes the challenge of taking the less-than-

desirable backgrounds of rescue dogs and curbing bad

behaviors by building trust and confidence. Watching dogs

become happy, carefree animals and observing them as

they reach their full potential brings Lexi pure joy, Lexi’s

other passions are personal protection training and

sporting dogs. She loves getting in a bite suit and decoying,

allowing dogs to display their natural drives. 

Brian Wright has many years’ experience working with and

training dogs. Brian has worked with dogs of all ages and

breeds and many with disabilities and abusive backgrounds.

His intense love for canines with less-than-desirable

histories, as well as those with disabilities instilled his

passion for training. Brian believes that building a

relationship and bonding with the dogs is key to training

success because it makes training much more rewarding for

both dog and owner. Relationship-based training combines

several different training methods, but focuses on a more

individualized approach for both dog and owner. It is the

relationship between dogs and humans

that drives everything, according to Brian! Brian has worked

with various clubs and has assisted many professional dog

trainers throughout his life. He has also worked with 4-H

groups to help kids learn to train their own dogs. 
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